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STATISTICAL MAPS L BASIC PROPERTIES 
SLAWOMIR BUGAJSKI 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurečenskij ) 
ABSTRACT. A statistical map is defined to be an affine map between two sim-
plexes of probability measures satisfying a condition of measurability. Relations 
between statistical maps and some other concepts like: measurable functions, 
Markov kernels, dual statistical maps, statistical functions and effect valued mea­
sures are discussed. Continuity properties of statistical maps and their duals are 
considered. A product of statistical maps is defined and proved to be a statistical 
map. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Statistical map is an affine (i.e. convex combinations preserving) map 
M1
+(fi) —> M1
+(B) of the convex set M1
+(n) of probability measures on a 
measurable space Q into such a set M1
+(S) on another measurable space H, 
satisfying a measurability condition (formula (1) below). Maps of that kind be­
long to the formal apparatus of standard probability theory (SPT for brevity): 
every standard random variable defines a statistical map and can be equivalently 
described by that map, while every Markov kernel is fully characterized by an 
associated statistical map (see [14] or Section 2 below). Statistical maps appear 
also in various branches of science originating from standard probability theory; 
for instance, the theory of information transmission employs them to describe 
noisy channels ([7]), in the statistical decision theory they represent random 
strategies ([3], [18]), statistical maps describe general stochastic processes ([10], 
[11], [12]), etc. 
All that would make the concept of statistical map worth of noticing. What 
makes it more important is the fact that statistical maps occupy the central po­
sition in operational probability theory (OPT for brevity, originally called fuzzy 
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probability theory), a recent generalization of standard probability theory ([9], 
[14], [10], [16]). The main idea of OPT is to extend the standard theory by ex-
tending the traditional concept of random variable. Instead of measurable func-
tions on a space of elementary events, OPT admits generalized random variables 
(called operational random variables, originally — fuzzy random variables) for-
mally represented by statistical maps. The interpretation of statistical maps as 
operational random variables is discussed in the second part of this paper [13]. 
In the present paper we define statistical maps (Section 2) and collect some 
basic formal properties of them and of their duals (Section 3). Then we prove that 
an arbitrary family of statistical maps possesses a product which is a statistical 
map (Section 5). We discuss also several closely related formal concepts like 
these of Markov kernels (Subsection 2.3), dual statistical maps (Subsection 3.4), 
statistical functions, and effect valued measures (Section 4). 
In our considerations we will refer to notions and facts of measure theory (as 
presented, for instance, in [4], [18], [8]) and these of the theory of ordered linear 
spaces [22], [1], [2]. We will also need some fundamental theorems of functional 
analysis which can be found in many textbooks (see for instance [21], [19]). 
1.2. Let (n,/5(n)) be a measurable space, we assume that all singletons {CJ}, 
u) G n , are measurable. M+(n) denotes then the convex set of all cr-additive 
probability measures on (n ,#(n) ) , while 8 ft is the set of all Dirac measures 
concentrated at points of n , 5Q. := {5^ : u G n } . The set of all extreme points 
of the convex set M+(n) will be denoted 5M+(n); in a genuine case 9M+(n) 
is larger than Sfl (an example can be found in [14]). 
L E M M A . \X G dM^(D,) if and only if fi(X) G {0,1} for every X G B(Q). 
P r o o f . Let \x G 9M+(n) and assume that there is X0 G B(Q) such that 
//(X0) = A T-: 0,1. Take nx^2 G M+(n) defined by: nx(X) := ^ ( l n l 0 ) , 
and H2(X) := ^^(X n (n \ X0)) for every X G B(Q). It is evident that 
fj, = A/x1 + ( l-A)/i2 , so \x T-: 9M+(n). Thus fj, G 9M+(n) implies ^i(X) G {0,1} 
for every X G B(Q). 
Assume that for some \i G M+(n) one has /JL(X) G {0,1} for every X G 
B(iY). If \i = \[ix + (1 - A)/x2 for some \ix,\i2 G M1+(n) and 0 < A < 1, then 
it is easy to see that \ix(X) = \x2(X) = \i(X) for every X G B(Q). That means 
that //G dMf(Q). • 
The convex set M+(n) will be considered occasionally as the base of the 
base normed Banach space M(n) of all bounded cr-additive signed measures 
on (n ,S(n)) . It explains the symbol we adopted for the set of all probability 
measures on (n ,£(n) ) , namely M+(n) = M+(n) nMjfll) , where M+(n) is 
the positive cone of M(n) , and M1 (Vt) is the hyperplane of normalized measures 
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(i.e. JJ, G M1(f2) if and only if /x(f-0 = 1). M1
+(fi) is known to be closed in the 
base-norm topology of M(fi) what is equivalent to its a -convexity. 
The set of all measurable functions on fi taking values in the real interval 
[0,1] will be denoted £(il); elements of S(fi) , the measurable subsets of fi, 
will be identified with their characteristic functions, so B(Fl) C £(fi) . The set 
£(Q) will be considered as the order interval of the vector lattice ^ ( f i ) of all 
real bounded measurable functions on fi. The real linear space ^"(fi) carries the 
natural structure of an order-unit Banach space with £(fi) as its (norm) closed 
order-unit interval. 
1.3. Every function / G £(fl) can be integrated with any measure [i E M1
+(fi) 
to get the number / f(to) /x(dcj) G [0,1]. The integral extends over all bounded 
measurable functions on f2 and all bounded measures (including signed ones) 
on Q, hence defines the natural duality between Banach spaces M(ft) and ^ ( f i ) . 
The functional on M(J1) corresponding to / G J7(ft) will be denoted aT, while 
the restriction of aj to the base M1
+(fi) of M(f2) — by a , . Clearly, 
<*/(*-) = / / M џ(àu)) 
for every /j, G M1
+(f2). The affine function on M^(f i ) generated by Xx> ^he 
characteristic function of a measurable subset X G B(ft), will be denoted ax. 
The duality between M(J1) and ^(f-O defines a natural embedding of 
.F(n) into M(fi)*, the Banach dual of M(f i ) , which identifies ^(Q) with a 
weak*-dense subspace of M(fi)*. Some essential properties of the dual pair 
(M(ft), -F(n)) are collected in [23]. The dual pair (M(f i ) ,^( f i ) ) of Banach 
spaces is a particular case of a general concept of a statistical duality [26], [24]. 
1.4. Let us finally mention that M(fi)* is isomorphic as an order-unit Banach 
space with Ab(M+(Q)), the space of all real bounded affine functions on the 
convex set Ma
+(fJ) endowed with the sup-norm (a general proof of that fact 
can be found, for instance, in [6]). The relations F(Sl) C M(ft)* ~ Ab(M+ (ft)) 
introduce the natural ambiguity: an element / of JF(J1) can be understood, 
depending on a context, simply as a bounded real measurable function on fi, 
or as the corresponding functional on M(fi) (denoted aT above), or as the the 
bounded real affine function on M1
+(fi) (denoted a , above). In particular, the 
set £(fi) of effects on Q will be identified with the corresponding subsets of 
J-(ft), M(ft)*, and Ab(M+(Sl)). 
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2. Statistical maps 
2.1. Let (f],B(n)), (S, B(E)) be measurable spaces. 
D E F I N I T I O N . A map A: M1
+(f)) -> Ma
+(S) is called affine if 
.A(A/x1 + (1 - \)n2) = AA/ij + (1 - A)il^2 
for every / / j , / ^ G M1
+(J1) and A G [0,1], 
An affine map A: M1
+(fi) —> Ma
+(S) is called a statistical map if for every 
X e B(E) there is fx G £(fl) such that 
J(Ari(dO = Jfx(uj)ti(duj) (1) 
for every fx G M1
+(fi). 
The statistical map is pure if A(dM^(Q)) C 9M1
+(S), s/iarp if A(5il) C 
d M ^ S ) , and strict if J4 («J ) C JS. 
Of course, if A is pure, then A is sharp. The reverse implication is proved in 
Subsection 3.1, hence a statistical map is pure if and only if it is sharp. In 2.2 it 
is proved that strict statistical maps M*(fl) -> Ma
+(S) correspond exactly to 
measurable functions fi —> S via the concept of the distribution functional. The 
equivalence "sharp <=> strict" holds if and only if dM*(E) = SE (see [14]). 
Statistical maps are distinguished by the property that any such a map is 
uniquely defined by its restriction to the set of Dirac measures: 
P R O P O S I T I O N . 
(a) An affine map A: M+(ft) -> Ma
+(S) is a statistical map if and only if 
(Afi)(X) = J(A5u>)(X)»(du>) (2) 
a 
for every [i G M1
+(fi) and X G B(E). 
(b) A statistical map A is pure if and only if (Aji)(X) G {0,1} for every 
X eB(E) and fj,edM+(Q). 
(c) A statistical map A is sharp if and only if [A5UJ)(X) G {0,1} for every 
X e B(E) and u G fi. 
P r o o f . 
(a) Clearly, J(Afi)(d^) = (A/J,)(X). Take /z = J ^ , then condition (1) reads 
{ASUo){X) = f
Xfx(uj) SWo(dw) = fx(u0). Hence, fx{U) = (ASJ(X) for all 
n 
u) e fi, what gives (2). The reverse implication is evident. 
(b) and (c) are easy corollaries of Lemma of 1.2. • 
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COROLLARY. A sharp statistical map A: Ma
+(f2) -» Mf(E) defines the 
unique function tpA: fi -> dM+(E) such that ipA(u) := AS^ for every u G ft; 
the function u -> ipA(u)(X) for an arbitrary fixed X G B(E) is a characteristic 
function of a measurable subset of Q. 
2.2. Let (Q,B(Q)) and (E,B(E)) be two measurable spaces such that all their 
one-point subsets are measurable. A measurable function F: Q -> S associates 
with any \i G Mj+(fi) a probability measure nF on S , the distribution of F at 
/x, defined by 
»F(X):=n(F-\X)) 
for every X G # ( S ) . The map M1
+(fi) 3 fi —> /xF G M ^ S ) , denoted J D F , is 
affine; moreover, it is a statistical map. Indeed, the last equality translates into 
J (DFn)(dÍ) = / Xp-i{x)(
w) M<M» 
what is a special case of the condition (1). It is evident that DF is strict, i.e. 
transforms Dirac measures into Dirac measures: 
DFSU=SF(U). (3) 
Thus every measurable function F: fi -> S defines (and is uniquely deter-
mined by) the strict statistical map DF: Mj
+(f2) —r Ma
+(S) called the distribu-
tion functional of F . Also the reverse statement holds (comp. [14]): 
T H E O R E M . There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between measurable 
functions Q -> S and strict statistical maps M1
+(Q) —> MX
+(S), such that: 
(a) any measurable function F: fl —> E defines the unique strict statistical 
map DF: M+(f}) -> M+(S) such that (DFy)(X) := ^(F~
l(X)) for 
every JJL G M1
+(J1) and every X G B(E); 
(b) any strict statistical map A: Ma
+(fi) - r M1
+(S) defines a unique mea-
surable function FA: ft —r S such that A5^ = SF fu\ for every u G f i ; 
(c) FDp = F for every measurable function F, DFA = A for every strict 
statistical map A. 
P r o o f . 
(a) is proved above. 
(b) Clearly, A5^ = 5^ for some £ G S. Thus the statistical map A: M^(tt) —> 
M1
+(S) defines a function FA: Q —> E such that A5^ = 5F ^ x . We have to 
show that FA is measurable. Let X G B(E). Then, (A5U)(X) = 5F (uj)(X) = 
XF-




(c) The two equalities: DpS^ = 5F^ (see formula (3)), and DpS^ = 5FD ^ 
(see (b)) imply FDp = F. It is easy to find that (DFJJ)(X) := 5u)(FA
l(X)) = 
XF;HX)(«>) = < W ) ( * ) = (ASJ(X) f o r e v e r y " G fi and X G B(S) . Thus, 
the two statistical maps . D F A and _4 are identical on 5ft what implies (see the 
proposition of 2.1) that DFA = A. • 
If dMf(E) = (JS, then any sharp statistical map A: M^(ft) -> M 1
+ (S) 
is strict, hence defines the unique measurable function FA: ft -> S such that 
A5U = SFA^ for every u G ft. The condition c9M1
+(S) = 5E holds for all mea­
surable spaces appearing in practical applications of probability theory, see [14]. 
2.3. Let us remind that a Markov kernel from (ft, S(f-O) to (S, # ( S ) ) is a map 
# : fi x B(E) -> [0,1] 
such that for any fixed u; G ft the map B(E) -> [0,1] defined by X -> K(u,X) 
is a probability measure on S, and for any fixed X G B(E) the map ft —r [0,1] 
defined by u —> iir(a;,X) is a measurable function on ft. 
A Markov kernel K: ft x B(S) -> [0,1] associates with any /i G M 1
f ( f i ) a 
probability measure //^ on S defined by 
џк{X):= jк{u,X)џ{åu) 
for every X G # ( S ) , see for instance [4; p. 326]. In particular, if \i = < f , then the 
corresponding measure (S^K o n ^ *s g i v e n by (5^)K(X) = K(LJ,X) accord-
ing to the definition of Markov kernel. As the definition of Markov kernel ensures 
that K(u),X) for a fixed X is an element of £ (ft), the map DK: M*(ft) -> 
M1
+(S), DKfi := \xK, is a statistical map. 
Thus any Markov kernel K: ft x B(E) -> [0,1] defines the corresponding 
statistical map DK: M+(ft) -> M a
+ (S) , its distribution functional. On the other 
hand, it is evident that any statistical map A: Mf(ft) -> Ma
+(S) defines a 
Markov kernel KA: ft x B(E) -> [0,1] by 
KA(u,X):=(A5„)(X) 
for every (a;, X) G ft x B(E). Moreover, the statistical map defined by KA 
is again A. It is equally evident that, for an arbitrary Markov kernel K: 
ft x B(E) -> [0,1], the Markov kernel defined by the statistical map DK: 
M+(ft) -> M+(S) is again K. 
We summarize above remarks (comp. [14]). 
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THEOREM. There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between statistical 
maps M1
+(f]) -» M1
+(S) and Markov kernels ft x B(E) -» [0,1] such that: 
(a) a Markov kernel K: fix B(E) -> [0,1] defines the unique statistical map 
DK: M
+(fi) -> M+(H) such that (DKn)(X) :=fK(u,X) fi(du) for 
every p e M-+(n) and X e B(S), n 
(b) a statistical map A: M+(fi) -> M+(S) defines the unique Markov kernel 
KA: Q x B(E) -> [0,1] 5ticA *fta* -^A(a;,X) := (ASJ(X) for every 
(uj,X)eQxB(E), 
(c) KDK=K,DKA=A. 
3. Continuity properties 
of statistical maps and their duals 
3.1. The convex set Mx
+(n) linearly generates the base normed Banach space 
M(fi) (the Hahn-Jordan decomposition theorem), hence any affine map 
A: M+(fi) —> M+(S) extends to a unique linear transformation (an opera-
tor) A: M(fi) —> M(S). Notice by the way that A is an instance of the general 
concept of a stochastic operator [15]. 
Elementary properties of A and of its Banach dual A are collected below. 
Recall that the Banach dual space M(£7)* is isomorphic as an order-unit Banach 
space with Ab{Mf(Sl)) (see 1.4), hence A*: Ab(M+(Z)) -> Ab(Mf(Sl)). 
P R O P O S I T I O N . For any affine map A: Mf(Q) -> M1
+(S): 
(a) the extension A: M(Q) -> M(E) is a bounded positive operator between 
base norm Banach spaces} with the operator norm \\A\\ = 1, 
(b) the Banach dual A*: Ab(M^(E)) -r Ab(Mf(£l)) is a bounded positive 
unital operator between order unit Banach spaces with the operator norm 
Pl = l. 
P r o o f . 
(a) It is evident that A is positive, i.e. maps the positive cone M+(Sl) into 
the positive cone M+(H). The base norm of M(ft) is known to be equal to 
the total variation norm, and M+(fi) is closed in the norm topology, hence 
the closed unit ball of M(fi) equals Conv(M1
+(fi) U (-Ma
+(ft))). Now we see 
that A maps the closed unit ball of M(Q) into the closed unit ball of M(S), 
hence must be bounded and its operator norm \\A\\ is not bigger than 1. In fact 
\\A\\ = 1 as it maps M+(ft) into M1
+(S). 
(b) Any bounded operator possesses the bounded Banach dual of the same 
operator norm, hence A does exist and \\A \\ = 1. The Banach dual of any 
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positive operator has to be positive. Finally, it is evident that A aE = a n , where 
a s is the order unit of A
b(Mf(E)) and an is the order unit of A
b(Mf(tt)). 
D 
COROLLARY 1. For any affine map A: M1
f(f)) -» M1
+(S). A and A* are 
norm-to-norm continuous. 
P r o o f . The norm boundedness of an operator between normed spaces is 
equivalent to its norm-to-norm continuity. D 
COROLLARY 2. Let A: M1
+(f)) -» M1
+(S) be an affine map. Every one of the 




P r o o f . 
(a) Condition (1) easily translates into 
T(B(E))c£(Q). (4) 
(b) The positivity of A (see the last Proposition) implies: if A (J^(E)) C 
J"(fi), then A (B(E)) C <S(!H), so A is a statistical map. 
On the other hand, it is known that the linear hull of B(E) is norm-dense 
in ^ ( S ) , hence the norm continuity of A implies: if A (B(E)) C £(H), then 
T(?(E))cr(n). 
(c) is an immediate implication of the above. D 
COROLLARY 3. A statistical map A: M1
+(f2) -> M1
f(S) is sharp if and only 
ifA*(B(E)) CB(fl). 
Now we can prove the mentioned equivalence of the concepts of pure and 
sharp statistical maps. 
COROLLARY 4. A statistical map is sharp if and only if it is pure. 
P r o o f . We have to show that if a statistical map A: Mf(Sl) —> Mf(E) 
has the property A(Sft) C 9M+(S), then A(dM?(n)) C 5M+(S). Let 
\x e 9M1
+(f7). The sharpness of A implies that A* (B(E)) C B(n), hence 
(~A*ax)(n) 6 {0,1} for every X e B(S), see Lemma of 1.2. The definition of 
the dual A* implies that ax(Afi) = (Z*ax)(/I), hence ax(Afi) e {0,1} for 
every X G B(E). Thus A\i G 9M+(S) by Lemma of 1.2. • 
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3.2. Taking into account that (M(ft), Ab(Mf(Q))) and (M(ft),,F(£2)) are dual 
pairs of ordered linear spaces (see Section 1. above) we can apply the basic 
theorem on adjoint maps (see [22; Chapter IV, §2, Subsection 2.1]) to show that 
A and A are weakly continuous. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A: M^(Q) - r Mf(E) be an affine map, let A*: 
Ab(Mf(E)) -> Ab(Mf(ty) be the Banach dual of its extension A. Then 
(a) A is continuous for the weak topologies of Ab(Mf(E)) and Ab(M^(Q)) 
defined by the Banach dual pairs 
_^(M(3),Ab(M+(E))) and (M(Cl),Ab(M+(Cl))) 
(i.e. A is weak*-to-weak* continuous in the standard sense), 
(b) A is continuous for the weak topologies of M(fi) and M(E) 
defined by the Banach dual pairs 
_ (M(E),Ab(M+(~))) and (M(Q),Ab(M+(Q))) 
(i.e. A is weak-to-weak continuous in the standard sense). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A: M1
+(fi) -> M1
+(S) be a statistical map, let now 
A : F(E) —r J7 (ft) denote the restriction of the Banach dual of A to the subspace 
^ ( S ) C Ab(M+(E)). Then 
(a) A is continuous for the weak topologies of T(E) and ^(fi) defined by 
the dual pairs (M(E),F(E)) and (M(fi),<F(n)) ; 
(b) A is continuous for the weak topologies of M(fi) and M(E) defined by 
the dual pairs (M(E)1J
r(E)) and (M(ja),^(n)). 
P r o o f . Both propositions are direct consequences of the mentioned basic 
theorem on adjoint maps. • 
An important consequence of the above propositions is: 
COROLLARY 1. Let A: Ma
+(n) -> Mf(E) be a statistical map. If {fn : 
n G N} C F(E) is a sequence of real measurable functions on E such that 
the pointwise limit f = lim / does exist and belongs to F(E), then 
Ti—KX> 
A af = lim A af . 
P r o o f . For any sequence of real measurable bounded functions on a mea-
surable space, the pointwise convergence is equivalent to the weak* convergence, 
see for instance [23; Proposition A.3]. • 
Let us remind that a linear map B: Wx —r W2, where Wx and W2 are two 
normed ordered monotone <r-complete spaces, is called a-normal if for every 
norm bounded monotone increasing sequence {wn : n G N} in TV, 
1. u. b.{Bwn : n G N} = JB(l. u. b.{wn : n G N}) . 
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It is known that both M(fi), ^(Q) are monotone a-complete; the monotone 
a -completeness of M(fi) is a direct consequence of the <r-convexity of M1
+(n), 
while the monotone ^-completeness of ^(il) is implied by the mentioned fact 
that the linear hull of B(ft) is norm dense in ^(ft). Now it is easy to show the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. If A: M1
+(fi) -» M1
+(H) is a statistical map, then A and A* 
are a-normal. 
P r o o f . If {/xn : n G N} is a norm bounded monotone increasing sequence 
in M+(fi) , then 1. u. b.{/z : n G N} = || • || — lim u . Hence the norm-
n—too 
to-norm continuity of A (Corollary 1 of 3.1) implies that A is (j-normal. If 
{/n : n G N} is a norm bounded monotone increasing sequence in ^(Q), then 
1. u. b .{ / n : n G N} = weak*- lim / n , see [23]. Hence the weak* continuity of 
A (see above) implies that A is a -normal. • 
3.3. The statistical map A: M{*"(fi) -> M^(E) inherits the continuity proper-
ties of its extension A. The same concerns the restriction of A : Ab(M*(E)) -» 
Ab(M+(Q)) to the subset £(E) of Ab(Mf(E)). Let us recall that, according 
to Corollary 3 of 3.1, the restriction of A to e(E) maps e(E) into e(ft). The 
resulting map e(E) -> e(ft) will be denoted A* and called the dual of the sta-
tistical map A: Mf(ft) —> M1
+(5). The corollary below refers to the topologies 
induced on M1
+(lH) and M1
+(S) by the topologies of M(Q) and M(E) men-
tioned in Corollary 1 of 3.1 and in Propositions 1 and 2 of 3.2; the same concerns 
the topologies of e(E) and £(fi). 
COROLLARY. Let A: M1
+(n) -> M1
+(S) be a statistical map. Then: 
(a) A is norm, Banach weakly, and J7(ft)-weak-to-Jr(E)-weak continuous; 
(b) A* is norm, and Banach weakly* continuous; 
(c) if {/in: n G N} is a sequence of measures \xn G M1
f(fi) and {An: n G N} 
is a sequence of numbers such that An G [0,1] and X] An = 1, then 
A(j2Kßn)=Yíк
A^i 
^ Гì ' тr 
(d) if {fn : n G N} C e(E) is a sequence of real measurable functions on 
E such that the pointwise limit f — lim fn does exist and belongs to 
e(E), then 
A*af = lim A*af . 
J n—voo Jn 
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3.4. Let A: M + ( f t ) -> Ma
+(S) be a statistical map. It is clear that A*: 
£(S) -> £(ft), the dual of A, has the following properties: 
(a) A*aE = an (Proposition of 3.1), 
(b) if {/ : n G N} C £(S) is such that the pointwise limit / = lim / 
n—>oo 
does exist and belongs to £(S), then A*af = lim A*af 
v ' J n - > o o Jn 
(Corollary of 3.3). 
DEFINITION. An affine map B: £(E) -> £(ft), where S and ft are measurable 
spaces, will be called a dual statistical map if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) BaE = an, 
(b) if {/ : n G N} C £(S) is such that the pointwise limit / = lim / 
n->-oo n 
does exist and belongs to £(S), then I?a, = lim S a , . 
v J n - > o o 1n 
Any dual statistical map B: £(S) —> £(Q) is the dual of a unique statistical 
map DB: M
+ ( H ) -> M + ( S ) defined by: 
(DBp)(X) := (Bax)(n) 
for any /z G M + ( f i ) and X G # ( S ) ; on the other hand, any statistical map 
defines the corresponding dual statistical map, see Subsection 3.3. 
4. Statistical functions and effect valued measures 
4 . 1 . In Corollary of 2.1 we have met a function fi —> M + ( S ) defined by a sharp 
statistical map; that function was in fact a sharp statistical function according 
to the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A statistical function on a measurable space (fi,#(fi)) with 
the outcome space (S ,#(S) ) is a measure-valued function tp: ft —> Ma
+(S) such 
that for every X G B(E) the function tpx: ft —> [0,1], defined by 
tpx(u) :=tp(u)(X), 
belongs to £ (ft); 
^ G ^ ( f t ) , J T G B ( S ) . (5) 
A statistical function tp: ft -> Ma
+(S) is called B/iarp if (p(ft) C 9M a
+ (S) , 
and 5fnci if <^(ft) C (JS. 
A motive, and an interpretation of the concept of statistical function can be 
found in [5], [9], [14]. Statistical functions are called transition probabilities in 




4.2. Any statistical map A: M1+(f2) -> Ma+(H) defines a function (pA: 
ft->M+(3) by 
Proposition of 2.1 shows that ipA is a statistical function. 
On the other hand, if tp: ft —r M+(H) is a statistical function, then for any 
X G -5(H) the measurable function </^ G £(H) can be integrated over $1, hence 
any /z G M+(J1) defines the set function 
B(S)3X->J<px(u>)ti(du>) 
n 
which actually is a measure. Indeed, for any sequence {Xn : n £ N} of pair-
wise disjoint measurable subsets of H we get the increasing and bounded se-
n 
quence of measurable functions {fn : n G N}, fn(u>) := J2 ^(^OP-"*)? which 
i= l 
( 00 v 
(J XA i hence f fn(u>) //(do;) con-
i=i ' n 
verges (because of the monotone convergence theorem) to J f(u>) fi(du>) for any 
n 
\i G M*(ft). Thus, any statistical function tp\ ft —> M+(H) determines the 
affine map D^: M+(f2) -» M+(H) by 
OV) W := y ^(w) MM , -X- G 0(3). (6) 
n 
It is evident that D^ is a statistical map. 
Finally, if A: M^(ft) -» MX+(H) is a statistical map and </?A: ft -» MX+(H) 
— the corresponding statistical function, the statistical map D(pA returns A, 
and vice versa: the statistical function defined by D^ is ip. Thus we obtain: 
T H E O R E M . There is a natural one-to-one correspondence between statistical 
maps M+(fi) —r M+(H) and statistical functions ft -> M+(H) such that: 
(a) a statistical function ip: ft -> M+(H) defines the unique statistical map 
D^: M-+(fi) -» M+(H) such that (Dip/j/)(X) := f yx(u>) lx(dcj) / o r 
every /x G M-+(ft) and X G /5(H), n 
(b) a statistical map A: M^~(ft) -> M2+(H) defines the statistical function 
ipA: ft -> M+(H) st/cft £/m£ ^ C ^ )
 : = -^w / 0 r e v e 7 l l ^ E f i , 
(c) <PDV=<P> ^ A = - 4 . 
4 .3 . The one-to-one correspondence between statistical functions and statistical 
maps proved above implies the correspondence between strict statistical func-
tions ft —r Ma+(H) and measurable functions ft -» H, parallel to the one stated 
in Theorem of 2.2. One can easily find an independent proof of that correspon-
dence. 
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T H E O R E M . There is a natural correspondence between measurable functions 
ft -> H and strict statistical functions ft -> M+(H) such that: 
(a) any measurable function F: ft -» H defines the unique strict statistical 
function ipF: ft -> M-t(S) sucft £/m£ ipF(u>) = ^ t ^ ) /0r ever?/ CJ G ft, 
(b) any 5<hc< statistical function tp: ft -> Ma
+(H) defines the unique mea-
surable function F : ft -> H swcft £fta£ </?(a;) = J F .• x / o r ewen/ a; G ft, 
(c) F{pp =F, <pF<fi=ip for every strict ip. 
P r o o f . 
(a) It is evident that the map ipF: ft -> M1
+(H), with tpF(u>) := ^w^) , is a 
statistical function. 
(b) If a statistical function </?: ft -» M+(H) is strict, then there is a function 
F' : ft -> H such that ip(u) = SF ^ for all u) G ft. It is easy to see that the 
function F^ is measurable. Indeed, ^ ( C J ) = SF (^(X) = X F ^ p n C ^ ) '
 anc^ *^e 
condition (5) implies now that F~x (X) G S(ft) . 
(c) <pF(uj) = ^ ^ = SF{u}), ^ ( C J ) = SFAu)) = <^(CJ) for all u G ft. D 
4.4. The one-to-one correspondence between statistical functions ft —r M1
+(H) 
and statistical maps M-t(fi) -> M1
+(H) (stated by Theorem of 4.2) together 
with the one-to-one correspondence between statistical maps M ^ f t ) -> M+(H) 
and Markov kernels ft x 0(H) —> [0,1] (Theorem of 2.3) implies the (otherwise 
evident) one-to-one correspondence between statistical functions and Markov 
kernels. 
4 .5 . Characteristic functions of measurable subsets of H belong to £(H), ac-
tually they form the set d£ (H) of extreme elements of the convex set £ (H), see 
[23; Lemma A.7(a)]. Now, given a statistical map A: M1
+(ft) -> M1
+(H), the 
restriction of its dual A* to d£(E) is an £(ft) valued measure on H, denoted 
EA, 
B(E) 3 1 4 EA(X) := A*ax G £ (ft). (7) 
The concept of an £ (ft) valued measure (an effect valued measure, or EV 
measure) generalizes that of M a c k e y ' s observable ([17]). 
On the other hand, let E be an £ (ft) valued measure on H, i.e. E is a 
( OO v OO 
U Xn) = £ E(Xn) 
n= l ' n=\ 
for any sequence of pairwise disjoint measurable subsets of H, where the 
OO 
series Yl E(Xn) converges pointwise. Obviously, E defines the affine map 
DE:M+(n)^M+(E), 
(DBfi)(X) := fi(E(X)), 
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we will call it the distribution functional of the EV measure E. 
The map DE is a statistical map because its dual (DE)* coincides on B(E) 
with E. Hence we obtain: 
THEOREM. There is a one-to-one correspondence between statistical maps 
Af1
+(n) —> M1
+(S) ; and £(ft) valued measures on E, in particular: 
(a) any statistical map A: Ma
+(J7) -> M1
f(S) defines the unique £(Q) valued 
measure EA: B(E) -> £(Q), EA(X) := A*ax for any X e B(E), 
(b) any £(Q) valued measure E: B(E) —> £(fl) defines the unique statistical 
map DE: M+(Q) -> M+(S) by (DEfi)(X) := fi(E(X)) for any X G 
B(E), and 
(c) ED*=E, DEA=A. 
The EV measure EA: B(E) —> £(Q) generated by a statistical map A : 
M1
+(fi) —> M1
+(S) is called the semi-spectral resolution of the statistical map A. 
4.6. Notice that the above theorem establishes also a one-to-one correspondence 
between EV measures and dual statistical maps (defined in 3.4): it is obvious 
that every dual statistical map B: £(E) —> £(ft) defines an EV measure by 
restriction to B(E) C £(S), while every EV measure E: B(E) —> £(Q) defines 
the dual statistical map DE. 
The one-to-one correspondence between statistical functions fi -> M1
+(S) 
and statistical maps M1
+(fi) -> M1
+(S) (see Theorem of 4.2), together with 
the one-to-one correspondence between statistical maps M1
+(J1) —r M1
+(S) and 
£(fi) valued measures on S stated above, imply the one-to-one correspondence 
between statistical functions and £(Q) valued measures on S. 
4.7. Up to now we discussed several formal concepts which are equivalent to 
the one of statistical map. It would be interesting to mention briefly also some 
concepts which, being inequivalent, are nevertheless closely related to that of 
statistical map. 
Let (fi,#(fi)) and (S, B(E)) be two measurable space which (according to 
our general assumption) have all points measurable. Consider a statistical func-
tion <p: £2 —> M+(E) with the corresponding statistical map D^: M1
f(fl) —> 
M-^(S), and a measure /i0 G M1
+(fi). The integral J^y(cj) /i0(dcj) converges 
x 
for every Y € B(E), and the obtained set function mx, 
B(E) 3 Y -> mx(Y) := f <pY(uj) »0(du), 
x 
is a measure which belongs to the cap 
M + 1 ] ( S ) : = { i / € M
+ ( 3 ) : i/(3)< 1} 
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of the cone M + ( S ) of positive measures on S. Clearly, mn = D n G M a
+ (S) ; 
while the measure /x0 is recovered as /J>0(X) = m x ( S ) . The obtained map 
is an MrJj^S)-valued measure on the measurable space (ft, B(£V)); we under-
stand it in the standard sense as a vector valued measure ([18; IV.2]) with the 
following condition of weak convergence: for every / G «^(S), and every sequence 
{X{ : i = 1,2, . . . } of pairwise disjoint measurable subsets of ft, the equality 
/ / ( 0 mx(dO = f; //(£) rnXi(dÇ) 
i=l ~ 
holds. Notice that any M-+ ^ (S) -valued measure #(ft) 3 l 4 mx G Mr+ , (S) 
defines two probability measures: /x0 G M1
+(fi), and mn G MX
+(S) with: 
M o ( X ) : = m x ( H ) , X € B ( f i ) . 
We have demonstrated that any statistical function ip : ft -> M+(S) asso-
ciates with every measure /z0 G M1
+(fi) an M r ^ ^ S ) -valued measure B(Q) ^ 
X -> mx G Mr0 1 . (S) such that ji0(X) := m x ( S ) , X G tf(ft) and m n = 
D u. It is easy to show that the reverse statement does not hold; there are 
Mr01,(S)-valued measures on ft which are not generated in the way outlined 
above by any corresponding statistical function. Thus, only a special class of 
measure-valued measures is generated by statistical maps. 
It is evident that any M-J ^(S) -valued measure B(ft) ^ X -* mx G Mf0 j-(S) 
determines the set function #(ft) x B(E) ^ X x Y -> mx(Y) G [0,1] which, 
according to known rules of probability theory, extends to the unique probability 
measure \xm on the product measurable space (ft x S, B(Q x S ) ) . Notice that 
the measures //0 G M1
+(ft) and ma G MX
+(S) defined by the M r+^(S) -valued 
measure are just marginal projections of \xm. In this way, every MrJ" ^(S)-valued 
measure Z?(ft) 3 X -> mx G M r J ^ S ) determines the unique polymorphism of 
the Lebesgue spaces (ft,/i0) and ( S , m n ) (as defined by V e r s i k [25]). 
The reverse statement is also true: every probability measure \x on a prod-
uct measurable space (ft x S, B(Q x S)) defines the Mr+^S)-valued measure 
B(ft) ^ X - r mx G M r + ^ S ) , mx(Y) := //(X x Y) for every X G S(ft) 
and Y G S ( S ) . It is evident that [im = / i , while /x0 G M1
+(ft) and m n G 
M1
+(S) are the marginal measures of fi. Hence, every Versik's polymorphism 
(ft, m n ) «- (ft x S, fj) -» (S, m s ) such that JU is a probability measure, defines an 
Mr011(S)-valued measure on ft. All that implies that statistical maps generate 
only a special class of Versik's polymorphisms. 
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Let nQ be a fixed probability measure on (fi, B(ft)). The convex set of all 
probability measures on (fi,/?(£})) which are absolutely continuous w.r.t. /x0, 
denoted M^f-, nQ), is a face of Mf (fi.). The Radon-Nikodym theorem provides 
the known representation for the linear span of M{*"(fi, /z0) in M(SY) as the (real) 
space L1 (fi, #(fi), fiQ). 
Now, given a statistical map -A: M1
+(fi) -» M ^ S ) , it is easy to find that 
fi <C /i0 implies .A/z < .A//0. Thus, _4 maps M1
+(fi,#u0) into Mj
+(S, A/iQ) and, 
consequently, defines a linear map 
UA: L1 (n, B(n), Mo) -> i
1 (S, B(S), ^ ) . 
It is clear that UA is positive, unital, and preserves the L
1-norm, so UA is a 
double stochastic transformation. However, in a genuine case a double stochas-
tic transformation L1 (ft, #(£)),//0) -> L
1 (S, #(S),/i0) does not determine any 
statistical map Mf(D) -» M1
f(S). 
Finally, let us comment a relation between statistical maps and fuzzy-set 
valued functions (fuzzy random variables, [20]). It is evident that the dual 
A*: £(E) -r £(il) of a statistical map A: Mf(Sl) -> M1
f(S) (see 3.3) defines 
by restriction to S the £(Q.) valued function S 3 f -> A*a+ G £(f)), where 
â  is the affine function on M1
+(S) determined by the one-point set {£}, see 
1.3. That function, however, does not have to satisfy the conditions defining the 
fuzzy random variable ([20]). Moreover, the restriction to S does not determine 
A*: £(E)->£(D). 
In special cases it can happen that the range A(Mj"(fi)) of a statistical map 
A: M1
+(fi) -> M ^ S ) is contained in M1
+(S,/x0) for some //0 G M1
+(S). Then 
to every u one can associate, via the Iladon-Nikodym derivative, a function fu 
which integrated with fiQ returns AS^. The obtained map $1 3 UJ -> f^ again 
does not have to satisfy the conditions defining the fuzzy random variable ([20]). 
5. Products of statistical maps 
5.1. We will define a product of an arbitrary family of statistical functions and 
prove it to be a statistical function. Then as a consequence we obtain the product 
of statistical maps. 
Let {(/̂  : i = 1,2,... , n} be a finite family of statistical functions, ip{: 
ft —> M1
+(S i). With any u> G fi one can associate the product measure tpl(u)) ® 
<P2(UJ) ® • • • ® <pn(u) G M+(S1 x S2 x • • • x S n) . 
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D E F I N I T I O N . The map ® tp.\ ft -> M1
+(S1 x S2 x • • • x Sn) defined by 
i = l 
( ® v>i) M : = ^iM ® ^2M ® • • • ® ^nM 
^ t = i ' 
for any u> G ft will be called the product of the family {(^ : i = 1, 2 , . . . , n} of 
statistical functions. 
n 
We want to show that the function (g) (/^: fi —y M1
+(S1 x S2 x • • • x Sn) 
i = l 
satisfies the condition (5). To this end we have to consider some properties of 
general M1
+(S)-valued functions on (7, and to prove two technical lemmas. 
5.2. Let ip\ fi, -> M1
+(S) be an arbitrary map. For any / G ^ ( S ) , the compo-
sition 
afotp: ( l - ^ M + f S ) ^ ! 
is a real valued function on fi. If af o <p appears to be measurable, i.e. afotpe 
^"(-1), we say that / belongs to the m-space of the map <p, denoted m(ip). 
Thus 
m(ip) := {/ G -F(S) : af o tp G 7(0)} . 
Obviously m(np) is a linear subspace of ^"(S), and aE G m(<p). It is clear that 
m((D) = .F(S) if and only if (/?: ft -> M1
+(S) satisfies the condition of formula (5), 
hence is a statistical function on ft. 
LEMMA. Let ip\ ft -» M1
+(S) 6e an arbitrary map. If {fn : n G N} is a 
norm-bounded increasing sequence of functions belonging to the m-space m((p) 
of tp, then the pointwise limit of that sequence belongs to m(y>). 
P r o o f . It is clear that the norm-bounded increasing sequence {/n : n G N} 
C m(ip) hats the pointwise limit, say / . It can be proved, see [23; Proposi-
tion A.3], that / is the weak*-limit of {/n : n G N} and belongs to JF(S). That 
means that 
ljm jfn(0 MdO = jf(0 M(d0 
for every \i £ Mf (E). In particular, 
lim f fn(0 y>(w)(dO = lim (O /B O <p)(u) = f f(0 p(u;)(<10 (8) 
n—>oo J n—>oo Jn J 
for every a; G ft. 
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For any g1? g2 G ^"(H), if gx ^ g2 (pointwise on E), then f(g2 - 9l)(£) n(d£) 
> 0 for any \i G M+(S). Hence (ag2otp)(u>)-(agiotp)(u) = [(g^gj^) <p(u)(d£) 
> e what m 
for any g G ^(H) we have 
\(ago<p)(u>)\ = \jg(Z)<p(uj)(dO <sup{| f f(Oh ^ € 2 } 
for all CJ G fi. Hence, if the sequence {/n : n G N} C m(ip) is norm-bounded 
and increasing, then the sequence {a± oip : n G N} C ^(-"O is norm-bounded 
and increasing too. As any norm-bounded increasing sequence in ^(Q) possesses 
the pointwise limit belonging to T(Sl), the same concerns {a^ o ip : n G N}. 
Let now g denote the pointwise limit of {a* o tp : n G N}. Because of the 
mentioned result of [23], g is the weak*-limit of {a^ o ip : n G N} and belongs 
to ^(ft). This ends the proof, because equation (8) means now that / G m(<p). 
• 
The just proved lemma implies that the family B(E) H m(<p) of measurable 
subsets of E (it is not empty, as as G m((p)) is a A-system of Dynkin, see [8; 
Chapter 1, Section 3]. 
5.3. LEMMA. Let (px: CI —r M^(EX), (p2: ft —r M*(E2) be two maps, let 
fx G m(ipx) C ^(EJ, f2 G m(tp2) C -F(32). Tften / 1 / 2 : Sx x 3 2 -> R, de/med 
&0 (/i/2)(fi,f2) := /i(£i)/2(£2), &e/on#s *o m(ipx ®tp2) C J r
7 ^ x 3 2 ) . 
P r o o f . The assertion is an easy consequence of Fubini's theorem. Indeed, 
(ahh o tPl ® <p2)(u>) = Jf^^f^) (V>X(UJ) ® tp2(u)) (dfo, £2)) 
= (o/1°^i)(w)(a /2oV?2)(a;). 
As the pointwise product of measurable functions is a measurable function, we 
conclude that a,, o ip1 ® y?2 G «F(£1). • 
Notice the following obvious corollary of the above lemma: if Xx £ B(E^ H 
m((^1) and X2 G /3(£2) n m((^2), then the measurable rectangle Xa x X2 G 
m((r°i ® (f°2)- Hence, if ipx and <p2 are statistical functions, then m(^pl ® y>2) 
contains all measurable rectangles of B{El x E2). 
n 
5.4. Now we can prove that the product (g) ip{: ft —» M-^Sj x E2 x • • • x En) 
i=\ 
of statistical functions is a statistical function. 
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T H E O R E M . / / {ip{ : i = 1, 2 , . . . , n} is a finite collection of statistical functions 
n 
tp{: ft -> Mf(E.), then the map <g) ^ : ft - • M^(EX x E2 x ••• x S n ) i8 a 
i = i 
statistical function. 
P r o o f . It suffices to prove the assertion for n = 2, so we have to show 
that the map ft 3 u —> (p^ut) <8> V^C^) ^ ^ i + ( - i x ^2) *s a statistical function. 
The lemma of 5.2 implies that the measurable subsets of E1 x E2 belonging to 
m(ip1 ® (p2) form a A-system, while the lemma of 5.3 assures that m(yl ® </?2) 
contains the 7r-system of all measurable rectangles of B(E1 x 2 2 ) . Applying the 
Dynkin's theorem on 7r-A-systems ([8]), we find that the cr-field B(EX x E2) 
generated by the measurable rectangles has to belong to m((pl ® </?2) • 
Taking into account that any non-negative measurable function on a mea-
surable space (S, B(E)) is a pointwise limit of an increasing sequence of simple 
functions (see e.g. [4; Theorem 2.3.6]), we infer finally from the lemma of 5.2 
that m((p1 ® ip2) = J
r(E1 x E2). Thus ip1 ®(/?2 is a statistical function. • 
5.5. Taking into account the one-to-one correspondence between statistical 
maps and statistical functions established in 4.2, we have: 
DEFINITION. Let {Ai : i = 1, 2 , . . . , n} be a finite family of statistical maps, 
Ai: M
+ ( f i ) -> M + ( S i ) , let tp{ denote the statistical function corresponding to 
.A;, z =- 1,2, . . . , n . The distribution functional D^ of the statistical function 
n 
0 ipi will be called the product of the family of statistical maps {.A^ : i = 
i=\ 
n 




The notion of product of statistical maps has been introduced in [5]. 
5.6. In the same way one can introduce the concept of product of dual sta-
tistical maps and of EV measures. Thus, for instance, if E^: B(SX) -> £(ft)y 
E2: B(E2) -> £(ft) are EV measures, then we define Ex <g> E2 := E*
1®*2, where 
ipt, i = 1,2 is the statistical function corresponding to the EV measure Ei 
according to 4.6. 
Considerations of 5.3. imply the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. For X1 e B(El), X2 G B(E2), 
(E, ®E2)(X, x X2) = E^XJE^XJ , 
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where E1(X1)E2(X2) is the pointwise product of two measurable functions 
E^X,), E2(X2) on SI. 
The proof of Theorem of 5.4. indicates that an EV measure on the product 
measurable space (E^ x S2 , B(E1)®B(E2)) is uniquely determined by the values 
it takes on measurable rectangles X1 x X 2 , X1 G B(EX), X2 G #(H 2 ) , hence 
one can define Ex ® E2 directly as the unique EV measure which satisfies the 
assertion of the above corollary ([16]). 
5.7. The product of statistical maps reproduces the corresponding concept 
appearing in the standard probability theory (the product of (standard) ran-
dom variables ([4]), the random vector ([8]), etc.). Indeed, let Ax: M1
+(J1) -» 
M 1
+ (S 1 ) , A2: Mf(Q) -> M1
+(52) be two strict statistical maps. Theorem of 2.2 
states now that there are two measurable functions Fx: Q —r Ex, F2: ft -> E2 
such that -AjA^ = SF,,, - 4 2 ^ = $F2(U)) ^
o r all a; G f2. Then, the product 
statistical map Ax ® A2 satisfies (and is determined by, see Proposition of 2.1) 
(A1®A2)5u) = 5Fi{uj)®SF2{u}). 
A s SFt(u>) ®SF2(U>)
 = (J(Pi(a;),F2(u;)) >
 Ai ®A2 i s t h e s t r i c t statistical map generated 
by the measurable function F, ft 3 u -» -F(CJ) := (F\(u;), F2(u)) eE1 xE2. 
5.8. The concept of product can be extended over arbitrary families of statistical 
maps. We start with considering the product of an arbitrary family of statistical 
functions. 
Let {tpt : t G T } , with an arbitrary index set T, be a family of statis-
tical functions tpt: ft -> M+(Et). Take X ~*
 t o denote the set of all map-
it=T 
pings £: T —> U ^t s u c ^ ^ha>t £(*) ^ ^ r We define the Boolean cr-algebra 
teT 
By X - t ) °f measurable subsets of X ^t ^° be ^ e o n e generated by the 
MGT ' teT 
7r-system B0( \EA of cylinder sets (equivalently: the one generated by all 
vteT ' 
coordinate maps 7vt: y<Es —^ Et^ t eT). 
sET 
Now, to every u G ft we can associate the infinite product measure ([4; 
Theorem 5.4.2]) (g) ipt(u) and, like the case of a finite T, we only need to show 
teT 
that the product map 
(Cg) <Pt) M
 := ® <PM G AIi+ ( X 5. 
\ ie=x / teT VteT 
ft 3 v -> 
^ teT 7 teT 
satisfies the condition of equation (5). However, it does satisfy it, as Lemma 
of 5.2. asserts that the m-space m( (g) tpA of (g) tp contains a A-system of 
•tєт ' t£T 
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measurable subsets of X ~t> while Lemma of 5.3. implies that B0( X ^-0 C 
teT ^teT ' 
m( (g) ipt) . Applying again the 7r-A-theorem we conclude with the following 
v teT ' 
theorem: 
THEOREM. For any family {tpt : t e T} of statistical functions ipt: fi -» 
Mf(Et), the product ® tpt is a statistical function. 
teT 
5.9. Following 5.5, we can define the product of an arbitrary family of statistical 
map: 
DEFINITION. Let {At : teT} with an arbitrary index set T be a fam­
ily of statistical maps At: M1
+(f2) -> M 1
+ (S t ), let cpt denote the statistical 
function corresponding to At. The distribution functional D^ of the statis­
tical function ® tpt will be called the product of the family of statistical maps 
{At : te T} and denoted ® At, 
teT 
®v=Iw 
t e T 
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